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Jason goes 
the distance
QUALITY Systems Manager Jason
Coulborn has proved his levels of
personal fitness, endurance and
stamina beyond all doubt, by taking
part in - and completing - the annual
‘Christie Bike ride, from Salford
Quays to Blackpool.

In finishing the challenging, energy-

sapping 60-mile course from the Imperial

War Museum North in Trafford Park, to

the South Shore in a very creditable time

of 4 hours 17 minutes and 47 seconds,

sports-mad Jason, accompanied by 

his friend Simon, achieved another 

personal best and realised his target 

of raising money for the Christie NHS 

Foundation Trust. Based in the Withington

district of Manchester, this is one of the 

largest cancer treatment centres in Europe

and an international pioneer in the field

of cancer research and development.

“The Christie is such a fantastic place

that exists to give renewed hope and

encouragement to families affected by 

cancer,” confirms Jason, “and I’m proud 

to have been able to play a part - however

small - in helping it carry on funding the

treatment of more than 40,000 patients

a year. It’s a charitable organisation that’s

very close to my heart,” Jason concludes,

“and I’m resolved to competing in the

event again next year, hopefully beating

this year’s time in the process.”

Turner & Coates’ Marketing Manager

Amanda Breward was in the crowd that

lined South Promenade to cheer the

cyclists along the home straight. “To see

Jason crossing the finishing line in such

fine style was an inspiring moment,” admits

Amanda. “It has also motivated one or two

of us in the office to venture out on our

bikes, with the aim of competing next

year.” Well done Jason!

Diverse industry experience - 
genuine global coverage

For over 130 years, we’ve been
working at the cutting edge of a 
constantly changing industry, 
providing seamless, global solutions
to today’s inspection, expediting and
supplier assurance needs across a
broad range of business sectors,
from petro-chemicals to pulp &
paper manufacturing.

Our experienced team of specialist 

consultants, engineers and auditors are

located throughout Europe, Asia and

the Americas, enabling us to act as

your independent eyes and ears, 

wherever your suppliers are based. 

From our Head Office in Manchester,

England, we have expanded our global

reach significantly, to the point where

we now offer a full range of inspection,

expediting, quality management and

supplier assurance services to an ever- 

growing customer base, in more than

40 countries spanning 5 different 

continents.

Most of our overseas personnel are

based in the country in which they

work, but can also travel to bordering

nations, states and regions on request

of the client concerned. 

Moreover, each one of them is fully 

accredited and qualified to the latest 

industry-specific standards, to ensure

the service we provide is unerringly

efficient, completely relevant to 

your operational needs and totally 

cost-effective to you as a business.

We are highly experienced in the 

inspection, expediting, quality assurance,

auditing and evaluation of a wide range

of products, services and processes 

including aluminium (aluminum) smelting

and rolling, oil, gas and chemical

production, power generation and 

pulp and paper manufacture, from

stock preparation to the maintenance,

inspection and quality management of

associated machinery and equipment.

Our many years in business have seen

the Turner & Coates service portfolio

adapt and evolve, in order to anticipate

and react to changes in a fast-moving,

quality-conscious worldwide marketplace. 

However, as the originators in our field,

we see excellence and efficiency as

timeless business attributes, and believe

our comprehensive service package to

be unparalleled in both its scope and

application.  

Contact us today on (+44) 161 660

8656 to find out more!


